Satisfactory in the main äs has been the measure of our newly ascertained knowledge of the physical conditions and conventionalities of the Elizabethan playhouse during the past decade, there remain many knotty problems awaiting solution.
To take a case in point, even among skilled workers in this particular field, ideas are still painfully nebulous äs to the precise arrangement of the Upper Stage. My own opinion is that this paralysis of effort and the resulting indetermination are largely due to the contradictory evidence presented by the four authentic views of Pre-Restoration playhouses (the Swan, "Messalina", "Roxana" and so called Red Bull prints) on the one hand, and the textual indications of a host of old plays on the other. The truth is that, in the tantalising absence of definite data on many points, we have placed too much dependence on these contemporary views, and that, too, despite the fact that three of the number cannot be satisfactorily associated with any particular theatre. Of the fallaciousness of their testimony I hope later on to afford convincing proof. It needs first to say that the present inquiry has been undertaken with the view of dissipating existing haziness of idea regarding the prime characteristics of the Upper Stage, and that it concerns itself for the most part with a minute consideration of the employment of Windows on the Pre-Restoration stage. Owing to the curious complexity of the subject I find it requisite to discuss it under the following heads: In all scientiflc reconstructions of the Elizabethan playhouse care must be taken not to argue too far from the particular to the general. While it is assured that from flrst to last there must have been a certain broad standardisation in stage arrangement, due allowances must be made for natural progression and for the elemental distinctions between the public and the private type of theatre. But I take it that certain features were fundamental and ineradicable, that they were common alike to all theatres of the platform-stage order; and paramount among these I rank the tiring-house balcony and its accompanying window or Windows. The conventional employment of both these adjuncts in the innyard stage of English theatrical history can readily be predicated. One has only to scrutinise the well known view of the old Tabard Inn in Southwark *), so typical of its class, to see how the surrounding architectural disposition of the inn-yards must have suggested to both player and dramatist the employment of divers situations and stirring stage effects *afterwards so popul r in the Elizabethan theatres, most of which were fated to disappear from the expansile scheme of English dramaturgy at the close of the seventeenth Century. There can be no valid reason for disputing the postulate that to the presence of the substantial gallery which circulated around at least two sides of the inn-yard and of the associated upper Windows was due the origin of those wall-storming scenes in Histories, and those serenading and rope-ladder scenes in tragedy and comedy, so frequent of occurrence about the close of the sixteenth Century. What we require to recognise in dealing with the prototype, and what I hope to prove, is that the Windows used for the most part in all the theatres of the platform-stage era were real Windows, and not conventional make-believes. On this point some slight evidence is afforded us by the building contract and specification for the first Fortune Theatre in 1600, wherein it is agreed that "the saide stadge to be in all other proporcions contryved and fashioned like unto the stadge of the saide Reproduced iii T. Fairman Ordish's Early London Theatrcs, p. 119. plaiehouse called the Globe; with convenient windowes and lightes glazed to the said tyreinge-house.*) At this period the tiring-house window was so well known to playgoers and so generally employed that Middleton in The Black Book (1604), in a passage of sustained theatrical metaphor, could make allusion to it:
"And marching forward to the third garden-house, there we knocked up the ghost of mistress Silverpin, who suddenly risse out of two white sheets, and acted out of her tiringhouse window."
2 )
The only sort of Elizabethan window out of which Mistress Silverpin could have spoken down was a casement; and the casement was in all probability the normal type of early stage window.
When we come to look for proof of the existence of the balcony, or balustraded gallery, and the associated window in the four old views of Pre-Restoration stages nothing but disappointment ensues. Not the slightest indication of either can be found. One result of this misleading negative evidence has been that all reconstructors of the Elizabethan playhouse have boggled or bungled in the matter of stage Windows. 8 )> In the majority of the old views the upper storey of the tiring house is shown divided up into equal-sized rooms in which spectators sit. This too is surely fallacious. One feels assured that the upper storey was utilised outwardly for a variety of other purposes besides providing seclusion for certain favoured spectators. There can be little doubt that the remarkable width of the stage in the public theatres was largely conditioned by the composite arrangement of the J ) Cf. The Architectwrdl Beview, April 1908, ΧΧΙΠ, no. 137, p. 240, Walter H. Godfrey's article, "An Elizabethan Playhouse", for complete text of the contract. Not all these Windows and sky-lights were required, of conrse, for stage purposes. Some were in the outer wall and some in the hutch at the top of the building. f ) Middleton's works, edit. Bullen, viii. 24.
8
) Brodmeier and Wegener evade the issue altogether. Albright's two Windows are mere curtained apertures over the entering doors. Godfrey shows real Windows in the tiringhouse hut at an elevation above the "Heavens" where they could have been of no Utility (See " The Scale Model of the Fortune Theatre" in The Architectural Eeview for January 1912).
upper storey of the tiring-house facade and the number of Services for which it was utilised. l ) Some of these characteristics can only be laboriously deduced by collating all the old directions dealing with the Upper Stage. It still remains to be demonstrated that the Pre-Restoration theatres had two entering doors giving on to the gallery. 2 ) Consideration of this point must be left for another time äs the problem is too intricate to be discussed in a paragraph. One other important feature of the second floor of the tiring-house is clearly indicated in the "Messalina" and so cailed "Red Bull" prints. I refer to the Upper Inner Stage, corresponding in Position and Utility to the lower Inner Stage, and like it fronted by double curtains. Albright, 3 ) in basing bis typical Shaksperian stage largely on the "Messalina" view, erroneously assumes the curtains covering the upper inner stage to represent curtains obscuring a back window in the outer wall of the tiring house. Luckily, in proceeding on these wrong lines he has, äs we shall see later, stumbled on a discovery. One is not disposed therefore to deal severely with bis blunder while recognising the necessity for its exposure. That the brick wall in wich the supposed window is set is not the backwall of the tiring house but a portion of the front is shown by the fact that it slants off backwards at either end, äs if forming part of a projection. The curtains shown would therefore correspond with the upper curtains in the so cailed Red Bull print. It remains for those who persist in maintaining that the curtains in the "Messalina" view cover a back window to show what Utility such curtains could have possessed. One can only concede the presence of a back window on the upper inner stage by the necessity for lightening its darkness, a necessity that would be ever pressing. Night scenes were never indicated in the Elizabethan play-house by darkening the stage but either by simple pretence 4 ) or by the bringing *) The stage of the first Fortune was 43 feet across, considerably wider than the proscenium opening of all latterday theatres save two or three of the very largest. on of lights. *) It might be argued, of course, very reasonably, that the back window of the'upper inner stage was not in the outer wall of the tiring house but in a partition in front of a back corridor for the players.
2 ) The assumption then would be that the back curtain was drawn to hide this passage while action was going on on the npper inner stage. But that would completely negative the back window äs a source of light. Moreover, if such a partition existed (and I think it did), it is more likely to have been of wood than of brick, and the "Messalina" print clearly indicates a brick wall.
In association with the fact that the employment of the Upper Inner Stage for theatrical purposes was only occasional, I have striven elsewhere to show that in some theatres it was utilised äs a comraon dressing room.
3 ) We know positively that at the Red Bull in its later history "the tiring room" was upstairs, 4 ) and it is reasonable to suppose that in no house could it have occupied any very remote position. Actors frequently, doubled parts and now and again rapid changes of costume had to be made. 5 ) Another fact pointing to the commodiousness and accessibility of the tiring room is that it was customary (äs indicated by Ben Jonson in Bartholomew Fair) for the gallants who occupied stools on the stage to resort thither between the acts to drink and hob-nob with the players. Here one anticipates an argument that might be speciously employed against the theory that the upper ' ) See the list of characters prefixed to Heywood's The Fair Maid of the Exchange (c. 1607), where it is said " elevean may easily act this comedy", although the total nurnber of parts comprise twenty. These were unequally allotted, some players sustaining äs many äs four.
inner stage was in some houses utilised äs a tiring room. In the "Messalina" print its width is comparitively narrow, less than half the width of the lower inner stage. But one has grave reasons to doubt the accuracy of these proportions. If the upper inner stage were no larger than one of the tiring-house boxes for spectators, it could have had no raison d'etre because it would have possessed no differentiating utility.
It needs therefore to demonstrate that scenes were acted there that could not well have been acted in any other part of the upper storey, and that for reason of the employment of a considerable number of characters. A typical case occurs in The Goblins äs given at the Blackfriars, c. 1640. In Act V we have the direction "A curtain drawn, Prince Philatell, with others appear above". Again, in The Emperor of the East L 2., äs acted at the Globe and the Blackfriars, we have "the curtains drawn above, Theodosius and his eunuchs discovered". One must recall that the essential difference between the inner upper stage and the adjoining tiring-house boxes for spectators was that the former gave upon the gallery while the latter were enclosed and approachable only from the back. It is vital to bear this in mind in connexion with the scene in Act IV of TJie Miserics ofEnforced Marriage (1605, äs at the Globe), where the Butler and Ilford "enter above", doubtless through one of those gallery doors to which reference has already been made. The one says to the other "stay you hear on this upper chamber, and 11 stay beneath with her". Subsequently reference is made to "the lower chamber", by which, of course, is meant the inner stage below.
Employment of the upper inner stage is also indicated in the first act of Titus Andronicus. "Enter the Tribunes and Senatores aloft" means either that they first emerged on to the gallery and proceeded to the upper inner stage or that they were discovered in Session by the drawing of the upper curtains. That they did not remain standing on the gallery is shown by the subsequent direction, indicating that the two Princes "goe vp into the Senate house". The term " Senate house" practically connotes a room with front curtains. One notes this in reading of the performance of Roman plays at Elizabeth's court in the Eevels Accounts. Thus, when "A storie of Pompey" was given at Whitehall on Twelfth night, 1580-1 by the Children of Paul's, the new appurtenances provided included " one great citty, a Senate howse, and eight ells of dobble sarcenet for curtens".
)
One other Illustration of the employment of the Upper Inner Stage is important because it shows the contiguity of the stairs which led to ordinary stage level. In A Yorkshire Tragedy, Sc. 5, äs acted at the Globe c. 1606, the action takes place in an upper room. A maid is nursing a child while the mother sleeps. The infuriated father enters carrying his wounded son, and throws the maid downstairs in saying, " 11 break your clamour with your neck: down staires! Tumble, tumble, headlong! -so!" He then injures the awakened mother, whose cries bring a seryant on the scene, only to be overthrown by the madman. Instruction for the ciosing of the curtains at the end is lacking but it is implied by the culminating Situation. In the absence of an upper inner stage it would be difficult to see how this scene could be visualized. The same remark applies to Act sc. 5 of Cockain's Ovid's Tragedy, a play that was seemingly not acted, although the printed copy has a prologue and an epilogue. As the author was, however, well acquainted with Pre-Restoration stage conventionalities his piece may be admitted äs evidence. First Clorina enters "above äs in her chamber", into which she has been locked by her husband. Then Phylocles comes on below and, finding a wooden ladder, climbs to the balcony, where he sees a "window open" and through it Clorina lying on a bed. It cannot really be a window, äs, after gaining the balcony, he is seen to kiss the sleeping woman and to court her on her awakening. That the action takes place on the upper inner stage is shown by the circumstance that while the two are in converse Bassanus suddenly unlocks the door, causing Clorina to exclaim "my husband's come". vital that something should be said regarding the slovenliness and lack of definition that often accompanied the writing down of old stage directions. Sometimes to take them literally is to blunder, and sometimes their obscurity is such that a wise discretion has to be exercised. Thus the instruction "enter above" conveys no deflnite Impression. It might mean (1) that the character, or characters, appeared on the gallery, (2) or at a window, (3) or were discovered on the inner upper stage. A few examples may be cited where "above" implies "at a window". In The Lost Lady,
. l Hermione and Acanthe appear "above", listening. Their exact position is not made clear until we read in a subsequent direction, "Whilst he [Phormio] kneels, Hermione and the Moor look down from the window". Again, in The Two Noble Kinsman, H. l, Palamon and Arcite appear "above" äs in prison, but the Daughter's remark shows they are looking out of a window, the one above the other. Sometimes it is only by collation of varying texts that one can arrive at the truth. Shakespeare affords two notable examples. In the Folio we read in the opening scene of Othello, "ßrabantio above" but the quarto of 1622 says "Brabantio at a window". Similarly in Eomeo and Juliet, III. 5., Q. 2 merely notifies that the ill-starred lovers appear "aloft", but Q. l has the definite instruction, "enter Komeo and Juliet at the window". Reference to this tragedy recalls the fact that now and again the use of Windows is only textually indicated, no direction, for example, accompanying the line in Act II. 2, "But, soft, what light through yonder wiudow breaks!" 1 ) Take again The Antiquary, II. 1. äs acted a t the Cockpit Aurelio, on the lower stage says "this is the window" and bids the musicians play. A song is heard above, and then "enter Lucretia". Where she really is can only be determined by Aurelio's bald re-echo of Romeo's rapturous exclamation, "What more than earthly light breaks through that window".
Coming now to the question of the employment of Casements on the Pre-Restoration stage, I desire to iterate the statement that the casement was the normal stage window of that epoch, *) Cf. The Two Gentlemen of Verona, IV. 2, folio. After the song Silvia appears, evidently above at a window, but no instruction is given. and (what is important to grasp, with so much ambiguity confronting us) the kind of "window" most commonly employed. "Casement" in this connexion must be interpreted to mean a wooden frame for small panes of glass s constituting a window or part of a window, and made to open outwards by swinging on hinges, attached to a vertical side of the aperture into which it was fitted. The supreme gratefulness of the casement s a permament stage adjunct lay in the degree of illusion its employment lent to scenes of gallantry and intrigue. This is evidenced by the remarkable number of upper window scenes in the Elizabethan drama. For purposes of reference a comprehensive list of these may be given.
The Here we have a goodly list of plays known to have been acted at the Rose, Globe, PauVs, Blackfriars, Cockpit, and Whitefriars, s well s of plays acted elsewhere; and the inference deducible is that the casement was common to all theatres of the Pre-Eestoration period. To some extent casement showing the dead bodies within". This casement is supposed to represent the wide breach which Bruce had made in the wall. Subsequently he has a long scene on the battlements and finishes by saying "now will I shut my shambles in again" to which we have the accompanying direction "closes the casement". Here we have a curions, almost unique, employment of the casement, for exposures of this order were generally made by drawing the upper or lower traverses. Can it be that Henslowe's "littleRose" had no upper inner stage?
In 2 ) Apostrophising the sun, Geraldine says:
I call thee up, and task thee for thy slowness. Point all thy beams through yonder flaring glass, And raise a beauty brighter than thyself.
Then "enter Gertrude aloft". She speaks down to Geraldine, thanks him for his rnusic, and makes reference to the fact that she is standing at a window.
In several other window scenes, where specific mention of the casement does not occur, its use is implied. In the amplified edition of Doctor Faustus, published in 1616, (prob- ably representing the version of the play given at the Fortune in 1602), Frederick in sc. ix cries, "see, see, Ms window's ope! well call to him". The accompanying direction is "enter Benvolio above, at a window in Ms night-cap: buttoning". Occasionally one finds the instruction to close the casement at the end of a window scene included by the author in bis text, äs if it were vital the matter should not be overlooked. An instance of this occurs in The Captain; . 2, (äs at the Blackfriars c. 1613), where Frank in departing bids Clora "shut the window".
Of the exact position occupied by the casement -if it had any stereotyped position (which I very much doubt) -it would be impossible to speak in our present imperfect state of knowledge. But at least something can be determined regarding its relative height. Obviously, it cannot have been placed in the surmounting hut, or, indeed, in any part of the tiring house above "the Heavens". The frequent interplay of characters at upper Windows with characters on the lower stage negatives the possibility of any considerable altitude. One may put the matter concretely by instancing the scene in the third act of The Insatiate Countess (1603), where Mendosa serenades the Lady Lentulus, who appears at an upper window. Later on we have the direction, "he throws up a ladder of cords, which she makes fast to some part of the window; he ascends, and at top fals". This does not mean that he feil on to the balcony. The subsequent dialogue between the two shows that Mendosa is supposed to have fallen into the street and injured himself so badly that the lady is afraid the watch will find him there before he is able to get away. It is plain to be seen, both from the circumstance of the throwing up of the ladder and of the fall, that the casement can have been of no great height from the lower stage. One takes leave to think that the gallery must have been within easy ränge, eise Arthurs leap in King John would have been a death-leap indeed. *) Many other situations might be instanced to show that upper Windows were of moderate accessibility from below. A couple will suffice. In Volpone . l (äs acted at the Globe) a mountebank's stage is erected under a window, and Volpone ascends it. Celia, from the window, throws her handkerchief to him, and he catches and kisses it. Again in The Partiall Law^) , l occurs the direction, "Trumpets sound, the Challenger passeth by, his Page bearing his shield and bis squire bis lance. The King and Ladyes are above in the window. The page passing by presents ye King with his Maister's Scutchion.
2 ) (c) Bay Windows. Arising out of (b) comes the question, was the casement invariably an independent opening or conld it have formed part, now and again, of a bay-window? There is probably some significance in the fact that the only evidence of the employment of bay-Windows on the Pre-Eestoration stage occurs in two plays originally produced at the First Globe. In The Miseries of Enforced Marriage, äs acted there about 1605, one notes in the fourth act that while Uford is above, Wentloe and Bartley come on below. Bartley says "Hereabout is the house sure", and Wentloe replies "we cannot mistake it; for here's the sign of the Wolf and the bay-window". In The Merry Devill of Edmonton, a play which belongs to much about the same period, Act V, sc. 2 passes outside the George Inn. In it the Host asks, "D'yee see yon bay window?"
In the absence of evidence for other theatres we must be careful here to avoid arguing from the particular to the general. Since there is a certain type of over-zealous investigator who, in furtherance of a theory, grasps any straw, it is requisite to point out that the allusions to bay-windows in Women Beware Women, III. l, and A Chaste Maid at Cheapside, V. l, so far from indicating their common employment in the theatres, inerely point to their popularity among the women folk of the early seventeenth Century, "Tis a sweet recreation", we read in Middleton's play, "for a gentlewoman to stand in a bay-window and see gallants". How populär the bay-window was with the thriving middle classes is demon- ) wherein we see a row of bay-Windows surmounting the projecting shops and with their base* resting on the stall-roofs.
On the strength of the two references cited we may safely concede that the upper stage of the first Globe was adorned with a bay-window. As the first Fortune was modelled on the Globe it may be that it too was similarly provided. Having gone so far one loses firm foothold and runs the risk of immersion in the quagmires of speculation. As an argument in favour of the employment of bay-Windows in the later public and private theatres of the platform-stage order, it may at least be pointed out that projections of the sort, if provided with goodly casements, would have been well adapted for upper stage scenes, and, through permitting of better sight, would have been eminently grateful to the public. Moreover, even äs a coign of vantage for favoured spectators, the baywindow would not have been without its merits. Its most likely position would have been over one or both of the two normal entering doors. One looks for some such arrangement to account for the fact 2 ) that when the time-honoured entering doors were transferred at the Restoration to the proscenium arch of the newly arrived Picture stage they were surmounted by balconies with Windows. Of the perpetuation of Elizabethan conventionalities in this particular connexion f rom that period until the dawn of the eighteenth Century I shall say something at the close. Here Windows were not actually required to lend Illusion to the scene. A glimmer of candlelight emerging from between the upper and lower traverses or other stage curtains would suffice. Apart from this, it will not be difficult to prove that upper stage boxes (sometimes with curtains) were pressed into Service for the due representation of what might be considered äs window scenes. Thus in Lady Alimony, IV. 6 we have the direction, "The favourites appear to their half-bodies in there shirts, in rooms above". Subsequently "they come down, buttoning themselves". In that curious play, The Parson's Wedding, which I have discussed at length elsewhere, 1 ) in Act L 3 the Widow and Pleasant enter "above". They are evidently in a room looking out on the street but no mention is made of any window. After talking to her companion, the Widow addresses Jolly below, and later on "shuts the curtain".
There are sound reasons for believing that in many scenes of this order the Musick Room was pressed into Service. From a stage direction and a prompteres note in The Thradan Wonder we know that in some theatres the Musick Room was situated on the second floor of the tiring-house, that it was *) See the section on "Music and Song in the Elizahethan Theatre" in The Elizabethan Playhouse and other Siudies. 31* provided with curtains, and that it was used occasionally for dramatic purposes. In association with the present subject it is also vital for us to note that, when songs were sung off the stage, they were almost invariably rendered by boys in the Musick Room. By a curious coincidence we have to hand an instance where the Musick room is spoken of äs a window.
In The Bondman, . 3 (äs acted at the Cockpit on December 3, 1623) the scene is a room in Cleon's House and a dance is proposed. Gracculo asks "where's the music?" andPoliphron replies "I have placed it in yon window". Then the fiddlers play and the dance is given. But what I want to emphasise is that in the Elizabethan drama (using the term in its broadest sense) songs were often heard above äs if coming from my lady's chamber before the lady appeared at her window. An instance of this has already been quoted from The Jewes Tragedy. Another occurs in The Roman Actor, äs acted at the Blackfriars c. 1626. In Act II, while Caesar Stands below in the hall of the Palace, "Domitia appeares at the window". Then music is played above and she sings. We may safely take it, I think, that all such upper scenes were either played in the Musick Room or at a window adjoining. If one could be certain that the upper action in the Blackfriars comedy of The Captain took place at a casement, proof would be to hand that the casement was close to the Musick Room. In Act II. 2 Frederick enters below in the street and hears an accompanied duet sung in bis sister's Chamber. Afterwards "enter at the window Frank and Clora". Taken literally, Frank's subsequent instruction to Clora to "shut the window" could only refer to a casement, but if we could assume that, after a certain custom, the scene was acted in the Musick Room, then the instruction would really mean "close the curtains".
(e) Grated Windows.
There is some reason to believe that on this sub-divided second floor of the tiring house one or two grated boxes were provided for the beneflt of those better-class spectators who desired to see without being seen. In an epigram of the period of 1596 Davies writes:
Rufus the Courtier at the theatre, Leaving the best and most conspicuous place, Doth either to the stage himselfe transferre, Or through a grate doth shew his doubtful face: For that the clamorous frie of Innes of court, Filles up the priuate roomes of greater prise; And such a place were all may haue resort, He in his singularite doth despise.
)
It is a puzzle to determine how far stage boxes to which spectators made resort were utilised for theatrical purposes, but it seems fairly well assured that under pressure of the moment these stage-box occupants could be temporarily displaced by the actors. 2 ) In this way grated boxes could be made to serve a double duty. So seldom, however, were they pressed into Service during the traffic of the scene that one thinks they would hardly have been provided at all but for the appeal they made to playgoers of the Rufus type. Then Salisbury and Talbot enter above and proceed to examine the besieged city from their sheltered nook. The boy with bis linstock fires äs soon äs he perceives them, and "Salisbury falls downe". The whole scene is difficult to visualize, and one can easily blonder in its Interpretation. Notwithstanding the crossbowman's reference to the "secret Grate" in the speech quoted, it is quite possible that the Salisbury was not Standing in a grated box when the shot was flred. The direction simply says "enter Salisbury and Talbot with others on the Turrets". This is really too indefinite to admit of Interpretation.
To some extent a similar puzzle is presented in the second act of that notable Blackfriars play, The Two Noble Kimmen. Scoena l evidently opens in the courtyard of the prison. Towards its close "enter Palamon and Arcite, above". The Jailor's exclamation, "Looke, yonder they are! that's Arcite lookes out" shows that they appear at a window, and the reply of his daughter, "No, Sir, no that's Palamon: Arcite is the lower of the twaine; you may perceive a part of him" indicates that they are looking through a grate. Scoena 2 opens with "Enter Palamon, and Arcite in prison". They are now on the upper inner stage, representing a cell looking out on a garden, where they behold Emilia and her attendant. Palamon's threat Put but thy head out of this window more, And äs I have a soule, He naile thy life too't, would at first lead äs to believe that the two were either at a casement. or in an ordinary stage box. But to accept this theory is to negative the possibility of visualizing what follows. While Palamon and Arcite are quarrelling, the Keeper enters on the upper gallery, and is seen by Palamon before he approaches. Since the Keeper takes Arcite away with him, he must have been able to enter the prison from the gallery, and this he could not have done had the two kinsmen been at a casement or in an enclosed box. But at the close of the scene we are f aced with a contradiction, f or when the Keeper returns to remove Palamon to another cell, the latter says: Farewell, kinde window. May rüde winde never hurt thee -
This certainly sonnds äs if addressed to a grate or casement, not to the broad aperture of the upper Inner stage. Without füll knowledge of the physical disposition of the Blackfriars stage the problem is insoluble.
Turn we now to two definite instances of the use of grates. The first is to be found in The Piciure, IV. 2, äs acted at the Globe c. 1629. Ubaldo appears above, seen to the middle only, in bis shirt. He looks down and says "Ha! the Windows grated with iron, I cannot force "em, and if I leap down here, I break my neck". Shortly afterward Ricardo enters "with a great noise above äs fallen" through a trapdoor, and calls to Ubaldo. They see each other, and Ubaldo asks Ricardo to throw him a cloak to cover him.
In Rowley's A New Wonder, a Woman Never Next, act IV, old Foster is in jaü for debt at Ludgate. Being the newest comer, he is told by the Keeper it is requisite, according to custom, that he should beg for alms for the general relief of the prisoners "at the iron grate above". Subsequently we have the direction "Old Foster appears above at the grate; a box hanging down". Robert, bis son, comes on outside the jail on the lower stage, and, in response to his father's pleas, puts money in the box. It is a pathetic Situation for the old man cannot see him.
(f) Conjunctive Windows.
If the employment of grated boxes to represent Windows was comparatively rare, the conjunctive employment of two Windows (whether actual or merely nominal) was rarer still. One searches the entire Elizabethan drama in vain for a repetition of that ingenious scene in Act II, sc. 2 of The Devil is an ASS, where Wittipol courts Mrs. Fitzdottrell. It will be äs well, therefore, for us to bear in mind that, whatever deductions can be legitimately made from it, they are only applicable to the Blackfriars at the period of 1616. Unfortunately, the marginal instruction in thefolio -"This scene is acted at two Windows äs out of two contiguous buildings" -affords no definite clue to the method of staging. Most of the Elizabethan investigators who have discussed the scene have been disposed to place the Windows at an obtuse angle, and to arrange the lower stage accordingly. Prof. Reynolds, on the other band, sees no reason why this particular scene could not have been presented in adjacent sections of any balcony like that pictured in the Swan sketch."') Personally I know of only one objection to this arrangement and that may be more imaginary than real. It calls, however, for some consideration. Ät the beginning of the courtship Pug comes on below to take stock of what is going on and, after indulging in a brief comment, departs. The important point is that he is Standing in a position where he could not see Wittipol and Mrs. Fitzdottrell unless the Windows were situated well to the front of the stage on one of the sides. Possibly this affords some clue to the physical disposition of the Blackfriars stage, and shows where it differed essentially from the arrangement in the early public theatres. I base all this on the significant instruction "enter Pug behind". Directions of this particular phrasing are very common in the old plays, and I was for long puzzled to know what they conveyed, seeing that all entries on the platform stage were made behind. But after an examination of a considerable number of directions of the sort in connexion with the scenes where they occur it dawned on me that "enter behind" meant "enter on the inner stage" and that wherever it cropped up a scene of eavesdropping followed. Characters that entered behind remained on the lower inner stage (seen of the audience but unsuspected by the other characters) until the exigencies of the action required them to come forward and reveal their presence.
2 ) The question here suggests itself have we any clue to the staging of the scene in the Suggestion which Mrs. Fitzdottrell obliquely conveys to her lover, in Act II, sc. l, by using Pug äs an intermediary. Might it not be that the solution to the problem is presented in this reference to the gallery? When the scene opens Wittipol is in his friend Manly's Chamber and Manly sings. The rendering of the song half indicates that the chamber was represented by the Musick Room, which was fronted by curtains and opened on to the gallery. Even if Mrs. Fitzdottrell was in the adjoining box, Wittipol may have emerged on the gallery and proceeded to her "window". It really looks s if some such course was adopted, otherwise it is difflcult to see how Wittipol could have struck Fitzdottrell from the window at the close, according to the text. The deduction from all this would be that the gallery at the Blackfriars circulated round at least two sides of the stage, that the music rooin there was not at the back and that the whole scene was acted sideways and somewhat to the front. In part this conclusion runs counter to my own ideas, but in matters of Elizabethan research the truth has an ugly habit of mocking at one's preconceptions.
Beyond this puzzling scene I know of only two other instances on the Pre-Restoration stage 1 ) where two Windows of any kind were used conjunctively. One, in The Picture, has already been referred to under "grated Windows". The other, which I shall not attempt to elucidate occurs in The Parson's Wedding, II. 7, where a direction runs, "Enter (at the Windows) the Widow and Master Careless, Mistress Pleasant and Master Wild, Captain, Master Sad, Constant, Jolly, Secret, a table and knives ready for oystets". seetion (b). That important, long obscured truths may be accidentally stumbled upon is revealed by the circumstance that Dr. Albright, in seeking to establish an erroneous conclusion with regard to one of the features of the "Messallina' print, has vitally increased our knowledge of the architectural disposition of the tiring house. Unless we can concede this upper back window, certain scenes and situations in a few old plays are utterly incomprehensible. One takes it that, like the casement, this back window was really a window and not a make-believe. But there all resemblance ends, for while the casement was simply and solely provided for dramatic purposes, the upper back window owed its origin to the pressing necessity for light. * Not to rob Dr. Albright of any of bis laureis, I shall flrst cite the examples he gives in proof of what he somewhat ambiguously styles "the gallery window". With Sanazarro's recognition of three of the equestrians Dr. Albright ends his summary of the scene, but the subsequent action requires to be noted. In order to communicate with the Duchess, Sanazarro slips a diamond ring from his finger, and taking a pane of glass (from the window?) writes upon it. Curiously enough, he does not throw it out behind äs one would expect, and here, textually, we lose sight of him. The "goodly troop" enter below on foot, äs outside the house, and then "the pane falls down" at Fiorinda's feet. Evidently l ) The Shaksperian Stage, p. 66.
Sanazarro has thrown it from the gallery. But she sees nothing of him and only says "What's that? a pane thrown from the window, no wind stirring". Doubtless this clumsy expedient was adopted because the falliog and receipt of the glass missive could not be shown behind. But the whole is infantile.
In If You know not me, etc. we have the direction, " Enter Elizabeth, Gage, and Clarentia above". In response to Elizabeth's command, "Good Master Gage, looke to the pathway that doth come from the Court", Gage goes to the window and teils of three horsemen that he sees riding towards them at break-neck speed.
In both these cases the testimony äs to the existence of an actual back-window -of a casement that could be opened -is very slender. The sceptic who should poohpooh them could not be answered, were it not for my discovery of a much more potent example. This occurs in The Captain, V. 2, a Blackfriars play of c. 1613. Although the scene is not directly indicated äs taking place on the upper stage, one can safely draw the inference that it was acted there. Note that Fabricio says of Jacomo, "he walks below for me, under the window". It is arranged to play a trick upon the tarrier by emptying the contents of a chamber-pot on his head. Excellent sport, now he's beating a fellow that laugh'd at bim. Truly the man takes it patiently; now he goes down the street Gravely looking on each side, there's not one more dare laugh." Seeing that it was impossible to visualize Jacomo's action after bis offensive baptism, the whole of the scene must have been positively suggested to the dramatist by the presence of the upper back window.
In The Oevil's Law Case, (a Globe or Blackfriars play of c. 1620) there is a Situation that on superficial reading promises proof of this upper back casement but on minute examination disappoints. In Act V. 5. Eomelio induces Leonora and the Capuchin to enter a closet on the lower stage, and then locks them in. In the next scene the friar and the lady appear at a turret window, (spoken of s a casement) which looks out to the sea. Both are very anxious to escape. After threatening to "leap these battlements", (in allusion probably to the balustraded gallery), Leonora asks the Capuchin to "ope the other casement that looks into the city". The Capuchin replies "Madam, I shall", but no direction follows implying that he does so. Both immediately exeunt, and shortly afterwards they appear below. Are we to assume that escape was made in sight of the audience through the back window? Surely the lady's farthingale would have rendered this acrobatic feat a matter of some difficulty.
Exits of this order could only be conceded on the ground that the inner casement was in a partition opening out onto a corridor, and not in the outer wall. Although inferior in usefulness to an outer window, a window of this kind would have its Utility in admitting reflected natural light to the Upper Inner stage. But, apart from the question of casements, some reasonable grounds f or belief in this corridor-hiding partition can be educed from a number of stage directions proving the existence of a door leading on to the upper inner stage, a door so solid and illusive that it could, when necessary, be locked. *)
One cannot well conceive any other position for such a door except at the back.
The inexorable sway of logic compels me, in despite of certain obstinate preconceptions, to admit the feasibility of exits, on occasion, by this back window. I feel assured that the reader will have vivid personal experience of the astonishment that accompanied my discovery of the fact that a well known scene in Romeo and Juliet goes far towards demonstrating this feasibility. In Act III, sc. 5 of the archetypal love tragedy, we must begin by asking .ourselves where, theatrically speaking, did the scene open? At first it would appear that "Juliet and her Komeo" are communing at an upper window, but maturer reflection reveals the "if" in the matter. While the surreptitious quarto of 1597 clearly says "enter Eomeo and Juliet at the window", Smethwick's undated quarto, on the other band, merely has "enter Romeo and Juliet aloft". If we could assume that "aloft" really meant "the upper inner stage", a textual difficulty that arises a little later could readily be explained away. Juliet's line, "then window let day in and let life out", evidently ünplies the simultaneous opening of a casement, but that casement could not have been in the tiring-house facade, for the window at which the lovers stood, or the aperture which did duty for a window, was already open. The only logical conclusion is that Juliet suited the action to the word by opening the back casement. But here another difficulty crops up. After the line "Farewell, my love, one kisse and 11 descend" is to be found in Q l (but not elsewhere) the inclication "he goeth downe"; and the rest of the scene is given with Romeo on the lower stage. How, then, did he go down? If, illusively, by a rope-ladder he must have descended at the front of the tiring house. But it is to be noted that it is nowhere clearly stated that he so descends. Assuming that Juliet, at the line quoted, opened the back casement, Romeo could have gone through it, äs if on to a rope-ladder, and, running down stairs, quickly emerged through one of the entering doors onto the lower stage. Vainly one asks oneself what was the justification for this clumsy arraugement. The necessity is not apparent. But clumsy äs it is, it has its analogue in the scene already cited from The Great DuJce ofFlorence.
Unless we can press into evidence the scene from Eomeo and Juliet proof is lacking to show that the upper back window was a characteristic of the public theatre. All the other examples cited are from private-theatre plays. But it seems to me that the presence of the window having been satisfactorily demonstrated in the one type of house, may be rationally inferred in the other. The necessity which called it into being was equally pressing in both.
(h) Lower-Stage Windows. Very few old plays exist in which reference can be found to the presence of Windows below, and even in these it is matter of speculation whether the references can always be taken literally. The ample provision of casements, grates and curtained rooms on the upper stage answered most purposes and precluded the necessity for placing Windows in the lower part of the tiring-house facade. Extensive äs is my acquaintance with Elizabethan dramatic literature, I know of only two plays which indicate the presence of Windows on the lower onter stage. Suddenly they all say "Hownow?" in unison, the accompanying direction being "looking in at the window".
2 ) Lord Feesimple describes what is going on in the bedroom, and subsequently "a curtain is drawn and a bed discovered". Here the action must certainly have transpired on the lower stage, not only because it was usual to act bed-room scenes there, but for the reason that plays never ended with all the characters above. Seemingly then, the play is evidence for a window on lower stage level close by the traverses. It may be that some corroboration of this is afforded in Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes, a public-theatre play of c. 1592.
*) The practicable stall window in Arden of Faversham . 2, (which the Prentice lets down, thus hreaking Black Will's head) was, of course, a temporary wooden contrivance, and to he reckoned among properties. *) I have not been ahle to see the original quarto and can only quote the play äs given in Dodsley's collection.
Sc. ix opens in the Forest of Marvels. Subtle Shift enters on bis way to Sir Clamydes in prison, talking äs he performs bis journey. When he reaches bis destination, he hears the knight lamenting and asks him "to look out of the window". The door of the prison is subsequently opened, and Clamydes "enters out".
It may be thought that in the Horse Courser's threat in JDoctor Faitstus, sc. xi, "I will speak with him now or 11 break bis glass Windows about bis ears", we have further proof of this particular window, but, assuming that one is safe in taking the reference literally, I am more inclined to think the reference is to the back-window of Faustus's study, or, in other words, to a casement at the back of the lower inner stage. On the title-page of the 1636 quarto of Marlowe's tragedy a cut 1 ) is given showing Faustus in bis study, conjuring up a devil. To some extent the sketch is fanciful, not representing any actual scene in the play, but äs the portrait of Alleyn äs Faustus is unmistakable, the surroundings may have their degree of accuracy. Hence it is worth wbile noting that at the back of the study is depicted a double casement.
No argument could be advanced for the presence of a back window on the upper inner stage that would not apply equally äs well to a back window on the corresponding inner stage below. In each there was a pressing necessity for light. This could be obviated in night scenes by the bringing in of candles, but there were many other scenes in which this could not be done. Admit the Provision of the lower back window äs a requisite architectural feature and its ultimate employment by the dramatist may be inferred.
Four scenes may be cited äs tending to establish the existence of this lower back window. In Marlowe's The Massacre at Paris, sc. ix, Talaeus enters to Ramus in this study 2 ) and teils him the Guisians are hard at bis door. He is in a state of panic and offers to leap out of the window bnt is stayed by Raums.
In The Merry Wives of Windsor, an early Globe play, Act I, sc. 4 in the distinctive Folio version passes in a room in Dr. Caius's House. The scene opens with Mrs. Quickly calling " What, John Rugby, I pray thee goe to the casement, and see if you can see my Master, Master Docter Caius comming". Rugby replies "111 goe watch". Immediately afterwards Mrs. Quickly talks about him to the others, and most modern editors of the play, assuming his departure, insert "exit Rugby" in the middle of the Dame's second speech. I take this to be äs widely astray äs is the interpolated note of his entry when he exclaims, "Out alas; here comes my Master". Clearly Rugby has never left the sight of the audience. He has simply been watching at the back casement on the lower inner stage.
In The Alchemist, (a Globe and Blackfriars play of c. 1608) act IV, sc. 4 is a room in Lovewit's House. Dol comes in hurriedly with the intelligence that the master has suddenly returned. To convince Subtle and Face she bids them "look out and see". Forty of the neighbours, she says, are Standing around him, talking. Face evidently looks out of the back window, for he recognises Lovewit, who is not seen till the opening of the following act.
In Middleton and Rowley's The Spanish Gypsie, (a Cockpit and Salisbury Court play) I. 3 opens with a discovery on the lower inner stage. The scene is a darkened bedroom in Fernando's house. Left alone after the rape, Clara looks about her in hopes of being able to identify the place. "Help me" she says -"Help me my Quicken'd senses! tis a garden To which this window guides the covetous prospect, A large and fair one; in the midst A curious alablaster fountain Stands." All this she is supposed to see by aid of the moonlight Streaming through the window. As in the case of the upper back casement, this window must have been situated in a back partition, and not in the outer wall of the theatre. At the beginning of the scene Roderigo departs through a door which he locks after him, and this door must certainly have been situated at the back of the stage. It formed the third mode of entrance to which reference is occasionally made in old stage directions. *)
Elsewhere I have shown how, at the Eestoration period, the prime characteristics of the obsolescent Platform Stage were amalgamated with the essentials of the new Picture stage.
2 ) To this amalgamation were due the differential qualities which distinguished the English picture stage of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries from the picture stages of the rest of Europe. Thanks to it the window-scene conventionalities of the non-scenic epoch were perpetuated for at least another flfty years. In placing the two normal entering doors of the old tiring-honse fa^ade in the proscenium arch at the front of the stage, the Kestoration theatre-builders topped them with practicable Windows surrounded by balconies. Whether this arrangement was strictly after the old System or a mere fusion of its manifold characteristics I cannot say, but at least it had the advantage of permitting of a ready realisation of many of the old stage effects. One calls it an advantage for the reason that for some years after the advent of the Picture Stage the Elizabethan plays constituted the staple repertory of the players. Not only that, but new pieces were written now and again to some slight extent on old principles. Thus a recurrence of the popul r wall-storming effect of the Elizabethan period is to be noted in the opening scene of D'Urfey's tragedy, The Siege of Memphis, s acted at the Theatre Eoyal in 1676. At that late date this effect would not have been procured without the use of the proscenium balconies. New window scenes on the old principles were also conceived by the Restoration dramatist. We have a notable example of this in the anonymous comedy of The 
